SOW- WE WERE ADVISED TO CONDUCT EXTRA PATROL AT THE METHODOIST CHURCH LOCATED AT 6817 FRANKLIN AVENUE. THERE HAVE BEEN COMPLAINTS OF A M/B SUBJECT DEFECATING ON THE FRONT STEPS OF THE CHURCH. WE WERE ALSO COMPLAINTS OF NARCOTICS SALES ACROSS FROM 1601 EL CENTRO AVENUE. THE SUSPECT IS DESCRIBED AS A M/B WHO SITS IN A CHAIR ON THE SIDEWALK. I COMPLETED MISC AADMIN WHILE MY PARTNER AND FB1L CONTINUED PATROL. YESTERDAY, WE ATTENDED THE MONTHLY HHOT MEETING AND BELOW ARE THE HIGHLIGHTS INVOLVING THE BID:

Courtney from PATH began the meeting with an ice breaker; unfortunately we missed the intro and were unable to attend. We arrived at the end which included scrumptious chocolate candies based on the exercise.

During the agency update, a representative from the STEP UP- HOME Team advised the group both K[REDACTED] M[REDACTED] and M[REDACTED] T[REDACTED] are currently housed at Michael’s Village. They have been long time resident-homeless in the BID area and are currently off the street. They are currently working with approximately 25+ chronically homeless in Hollywood involving housing. They are also open for referrals. We were reminded the criteria is homeless in the Hollywood area for over one year and the potential client must have an open case with LA DMH.

LA DMH- Nancy had no new news regarding clients. She advised the group they are understaffed by two employees. She said she is available Tuesday and Thursday mornings between 0700 and 0900 hours.

Aimee from the Lord’s Lighthouse had much to say during the meeting. Her update involved T[REDACTED] C[REDACTED] who we included on the original BID Most Vulnerable list. He has resurfaced and goes by the name of Jason. Aimee’s group has been trying to work with him to complete a SPDAT. R[REDACTED] M[REDACTED] is still frequenting the Lord’s Lighthouse on Wednesday’s and Sunday’s. Because of her drug induced state, she is often a ‘hit and miss’ when it comes to positively working with case management.

The VA has no current updates but Jennifer passed out and emailed a flier with locations to assist the homeless. The services include representatives to assist with signing up for case management and acquiring a DD214. See attached.
Erin from MFP thanked Emily from the TAY program for all the work they are doing with their youth. There are no new placements, but Erin advised MFP is now open on Tuesday from 1000 to 1130 hours and 1300 to 1500 hours.

Herman and Courtney from PATH included some changes in the PATH intake procedure. They are no longer accepting intakes at the main office for case management- all new clients need to be referred by the outreach teams. Services on the premises at the main facility are available between 0800 and 1600 hours. Walk-ins will be assessed at the triage desk and advised their best avenue for assistance. Courtney advised that Gov. Brown passed a bill allowing free DMV ID cards and Birth Certificates for those that qualify- homeless included. She will let us know as more information on the program becomes accessible.

Alex is now working with Nathan at the Center assisting with CES. (She was previously working with Aimee at the Lord’s Lighthouse and a manager at Chick Fil A). Alex introduced Janay who will be inputting the information and will be a direct contact with the CES process.

Emily from the TAY program asked for assistance with [-][A]. (He was involved in a BID arrest for 288 p/c- Sex Crimes Against Children on May 27th, 2014. He was masturbating next to the Gower Presbyterian preschool.) Unfortunately, he receives services at the Lord’s Lighthouse. According to Emily and Aimee, [-] is unstable and unable to commit to working with an agency. If anyone can convince him to working with TAY, Emily can be reached at 323-[-]

[-] walked away from her housing approximately one month ago. She claims to be staying with a Michael Jackson impersonator who she calls her boyfriend. We often see her walking Hollywood Blvd mid morning. She meets the criteria of TAY and was a client of Step Up prior to her leaving. We advised Emily and the HOST Team to let us know if we need to notify them when she is spotted.

[-] has been clean and sober for over 40 days. She is staying at a sober living in the San Fernando Valley.

**TOP 14 UPDATE**

[-] has signed all her paperwork and approved to move in to Michael’s Village. Unfortunately, she has not physically moved into the apartment. They are moving a few of her items in at a time with hopes she will soon follow. She was recently served a 90 day order to move her property or it will be collected by the city. She also has outstanding warrants.
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R[...]

M[...]
does not meet the criteria for a 5150 hold. There is no change with his status. We suggested assisting with accumulating various tickets which will eventually evolve into arrest warrants but LA DMH did not think that would help. There is no change with R[...] and Nancy had no ideas for assistance.

There is no change with K[...]. Once again, Nancy seemed stumped when Courtney asked if there was anything the agencies could do to assist. Nancy said she was unable to locate K[...] for possible assistance.

PATH and Aimee have been trying to break through with L[...]

M[...]. He is more talkative but still refuses assistance with housing. They will continue trying to work with him. No SPDAT has been completed at this time. According to Nancy, L[...] was arrested. I ran his name (unknown DOB) which returned to an arrested in January then released in March. I am uncertain if the arrest information is actually L[...]. M[...]. I have seen L[...] almost daily with no gap in his activities. Aimee also sees him every Wednesday and Sunday at the Lord’s Lighthouse.

R[...]

M[...] was discussed. It the opinion of the group that even if R[...] received a voucher, she would not be able to handle housing because of her mostly drug induced state of mind. Dependency treatment would have to be the first avenue of approach.

H[...]

C[...]. still adamantly refuses any assistance with housing. Aimee often tries to talk H[...] into assistance but he refuses and becomes angry.

G[...]

R[...] has stopped screaming and become more approachable. He has completed a SPDAT but is refusing any assistance with mental health needs. He is assigned to Housing Works but refuses placement and housing.

M[...]

W[...] has been assigned to LA DMH. They have been unable to locate and make contact with him. PATH often tries to engage but he refuses any assistance. We advised that if he is seen on Tuesday or Thursday between 0700 and 0900 hours, we will call Nancy.

A[...]

M[...] has now relocated to East Hollywood- by Kaiser Hospital. Janna from LA DMH has been working with her. She was not present for an update. PATH is also talking with her about once a week. She is refusing to take care of her scabies and other possible conditions she is suffering from. PATH will continue to try and work with her.

R[...]

B[...] is now a Housing Works client. They have given him minimal tasks that he seems to be performing. They assisted him with opening up his case with SSDI and he is eligible for over $26000.00 in back pay. Housing Works is now his payee and give him money each week. Unfortunately, he has